
Movie Name 3D IMAX Starring Plot
Friday, May 3
Iron Man 3 ✓ ✓ Robert Downey Jr.,  Gwyneth 

Paltrow, Don Cheadle, Sir Ben 
Kingsley

It's Iron Man! Again! For a third time!

Cinco de Mayo, La Batalla On May 5th, 1862, a few thousand Mexican soldiers put their lives on the line 
against the world’s largest and most powerful army in one legendary battle for 
freedom and for Mexico.

Desperate Acts of Magic A magician competes in an international magic competition where he goes 
head to head with a female street magician he has fallen in love with.

Generation Um... Keanu Reeves generation Um… is a day-in the-life portrait of what life in the city comes to 
when you’ve waited too long for your dreams to come true.

Kiss of the Damned Beautiful vampire Djuna tries to resist the advances of the handsome, human 
screenwriter Paolo, but eventually gives in to their passion. 

Love Is All You Need Pierce Brosnan A romantic comedy set in Sorrento, Italy.
Scatter My Ashes at Bergdorf's Audiences get a rarified chance to peek behind the backroom doors and into 

the reality of the fascinating inner workings and fabulous untold stories from 
Bergdorf Goodman's iconic history. 

Something In The Air In the months after the heady weeks of May ’68, a group of young people 
search for a way to continue the revolution believed to be just beginning.

The Attack Set in modern day Tel Aviv, an Arab surgeon learns a devastating secret about 
his wife in the aftermath of a suicide bombing.

The Iceman Michael Shannon (Boardwalk 
Empire)

Inspired by actual events, "The Iceman" follows notorious contract killer 
Richard Kuklinski from his early days in the mob until his arrest for the murder 
of more than 100 men

Friday, May 10
The Great Gatsby ✓ Leo, Tobey Maguire, Carey 

Mulligan (Drive), Isla Fisher
The Great Gatsby follows would-be writer Nick Carraway as he leaves the 
Midwest and comes to New York City in the spring of 1922, an era of 
loosening morals, glittering jazz and bootleg kings.

Tyler Perry Presents Peeples Craig Robinson, Kerry 
Washington, David Alan Grier, 
Lt. Van Buren

Sparks fly in the Hamptons when "regular guy" Wade Walker crashes the 
preppy Peeples family reunion to ask for their precious daughter Grace's hand 
in marriage. 

Aftershock Eli Roth (Director) When an earthquake ravages the underground nightclub they're in, a fun night 
quickly turns to terror.

Erased Aaron Eckhart, The Bond Girl 
from Quantum of Solace

When ex-CIA agent Ben Logan discovers that he and his daughter have been 
marked for termination as part of a wide-reaching international conspiracy, a 
dangerous game of cat-and-mouse ensues as Logan tries to outsmart his 
hunters and uncover the truth. 

No One Lives Follows a killer in the grip of a dark and twisted love affair.
Venus and Serena Guess. Documentary about karaoke legend Venus Williams and her sister Serena
Friday, May 17
Star Trek Into Darkness ✓ ✓ Chris Pine, Sylar from Heroes, 

Benedict, Zoe Saldana, Simon 
Pegg

In defiance of regulations and with a personal score to settle, Captain 
Kirk leads his crew on a manhunt to capture an unstoppable force of 
destruction and bring those responsible to justice.



Black Rock Kate Bosworth, Lake Bell Three childhood friends embark on a weekend getaway to the isolated island 
of Black Rock, only to discover that they are not alone.

Frances Ha A modern fable which explores New York, friendship, class, ambition, failure, 
and redemption. 

Pieta The uncompromising story of a loan shark who is forced to reconsider his 
violent lifestyle after the arrival of a mysterious woman claiming to be his long-
lost mother.

Populaire Some French People A young small-town woman extraordinary typing abilities lead her to compete 
at New York's world typing championship.

The English Teacher Julianne Moore, Nathan Lane, 
Greg Kinnear

Julianne Moore plays a beloved English teacher whose repressed personal 
life exists in stark contrast to the passion she brings to the classroom.

Friday, May 24
EPIC Beyoncé, Colin Farrel, Peeta, 

Johnny Knoxville, Aziz Ansari
Tells the story of an ongoing battle deep in the forest between the forces of 
good and the forces of evil.

Fast and Furious 6 The Rock, Vin Diesel, Paul 
Walker

Cars drive fast, stuff blows up, cars blow up while driving fast, Vin Diesel 
mumbles, The Rock's shirts are tight

The Hangover: Part III Bradley Cooper, Ed Helms, 
Zach Galifianakis

They're really gonna run this back one more time, huh?

Before Midnight Julie Delpy, Ethan Hawke This time, the story of the star-crossed lovers takes place just before the clock 
strikes midnight.

Penguins 3D ✓ Documentary The film depicts the fortunes of a young male King Penguin, who returns to 
the place where he was born and raised, known as Penguin City.

We Steal Secrets: The Story of 
Wikileaks 

Documentary A riveting, multi-layered tale about transparency in the information age and 
our ever-elusive search for the truth

Friday, May 31
Now You See Me Jesse Eisenberg, Isla Fisher, 

Morgan Freeman, Woody 
Harrelson, Mark Ruffalo, 
Michael Caine, Common

The FBI faces the case of an illusionist gang that rob banks and while 
performing they give the money to the spectators.

The Purge Ethan Hawke, Cersei Lannister Follows a failing America where one night every year crime of any kind is 
permissible.

American Mary Med student Mary … increasingly broke and disenchanted with medical 
school … the allure of easy money … the messy world of underground 
surgeries … leaves more marks on her than the so-called freakish clientele.

The East Alexander Skarsgard, Ellen 
Page

Sarah Moss is a brilliant operative for an elite private intelligence firm whose 
top objective is to ruthlessly protect the interests of their A-list corporate 
clientele

The Kings of Summer Allison Brie Three unhappy teenage boys head into the wilderness with a plan to build a 
house and live off the land.

Friday, June 7
After Earth Will Smith and his kid; M. Night 

Shamalan (Director)
A father and son, after a crash landing, explore a planet that was evacuated 
by humans due to catastrophic events.

The Internship Vince Vaughn, Owen Wilson Two old school salesmen, finding themselves suddenly unemployed and 
passed-by in the digital world, try to reinvent themselves by becoming interns 
at Google. 



Evocateur: The Morton Downey Jr. 
Movie 

Documentary A documentary about the seminal talk show host Morton Downey, Jr.

Much Ado About Nothing Nathan Fillion, Wesley from 
Buffy, other Whedonesques

"Much Ado About Nothing" is a modern version of Shakespeare's classic 
comedy adapted and directed by Joss Whedon.

Passion Rachel McAdams, Noomi 
Rapace (Prometheus)

 The offices of a prominent multinational corporation is the setting for this story 
of a power struggle between two contemporary women.

Wish You Were Here The marine who wasn't Chris 
Pratt in Zero Dark Thirty

Expectant parents Alice and Dave join Alice's younger sister, Steph, and her 
new boyfriend, Jeremy, on an impromptu tropical getaway in Cambodia.

Wednesday, June 12
This is the End Seth Rogen, Jay Baruchel, 

James Franco, Craig Robinson, 
Danny McBride, Jonah Hill

Follows six friends trapped in a house after a series of strange and 
catastrophic events devastate Los Angeles.

Friday, June 14
Man of Steel ✓ ✓ Amy Adams, Michael Shannon, 

Kevin Costner, Diane Lane, 
Laurence Fishburne, Russell 
Crowe

Superman. Its about Superman.

A Hijacking The cargo ship MV Rozen is heading for harbour when it is hijacked by Somali 
pirates in the Indian Ocean.

Stuck in Love Greg Kinnear, Jennifer 
Connelly,  Kristen Bell

A successful writer tries to reconnect with his two children following his 
divorce.

The Bling Ring Emma Watson Film shows a group of teenagers obsessed with fashion and fame who 
burglarized the homes of celebrities in Los Angeles.

Twenty Feet from Stardom The untold story of backup singers in popular music
Friday, June 21
Monsters University ✓ Billy Crystal, John Goodman, 

Steve Buscemi, Dave Foley
Monsters University unlocks the door to how Mike and Sulley overcame their 
differences and became the best of friends.

World War Z Brad Pitt, the woman from The 
Killing

Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! 
Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! Zombies! 

Unfinished Song Vanessa Redgrave, Terence 
Stamp

A London-set comedy-drama about a grumpy pensioner who joins a local 
choir.

Friday, June 28
The Heat Sandra Bullock, Melissa 

McCarthy
When these two wildly incompatible law officers join forces to bring down a 
ruthless drug lord, they become the last thing anyone expected: buddies.

White House Down Channing Tatum, Jamie Foxx The White House gets taken over and stuff blows up. Jamie Foxx is POTUS 
and Channing Tatum has to save him.

Byzantium Saoirse Ronan (Hanna), 
Sherlock Holmes from the not 
as good Sherlock Holmes show

Mother & daughter vampires arrive in a small British town revealing their 
secret. A teenager dying of leukemia struggles with his mortality, causing the 
teen vampire to struggle with her own immortality.

I'm So Excited Penelope Cruz Concerns an affair on an airplane.
Wednesday, July 3
Despicable Me 2 ✓ Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig, 

Russell Brand, Al Pacino, Steve 
Coogan, Ken Jeong

The return of Gru (Steve Carell), the girls, the minions and a host of new 
characters.



Lone Ranger Johnny Depp, Armie Hammer Native American spirit warrior Tonto recounts the untold tales that transformed 
John Reid, a man of the law, into a legend of justice

Thursday, July 4
Kevin Hart: Let Me Explain Kevin Hart Captures the laughter, energy and mayhem from Hart's 2012 concert tour
Friday, July 5
The Way, Way Back Sam Rockwell, Allison Janney, 

Steve Carell
A lonely teenage boy comes into his own over the course of a summer 
through an unlikely friendship with a man in charge of a local water park.

Friday, July 12
Grown Ups 2 Adam Sandler, Kevin James, 

Chris Rock, David Spade
Seriously? Again?

Pacific Rim ✓ ✓ Jax from Sons of Anarchy, Idris 
Elba, Charlie Day

Legions of monstrous creatures ... rising from the sea ... a war began ... 
massive robots ... controlled simultaneously by two pilots whose minds are 
locked in a neural bridge.

Blackhats Follows a bounty hunter tracking computer hackers.
V/H/S 2 Searching for a missing student, two private investigators break into his 

abandoned house and find another collection of mysterious VHS tapes. 
Wednesday, July 17
Turbo ✓ ✓ Ryan Reynolds, Paul Giamatti, 

Ken Jeong, Maya Rudolph, 
Snoop Lion, Samuel L Jackson

Follows an underdog snail who kicks into overdrive when he miraculously 
attains the power of super-speed.

Friday, July 19
Girl Most Likely Annette Bening, Kristent Wiig A moderately successful Gotham playwright who stages a fake suicide 

attempt to win back her ex-boyfriend, only to end up forced into the custody of 
her gambling-addict mother.

R.I.P.D. ✓ Ryan Reynolds, Jeff Bridges, 
Kevin Bacon

Two undead cops dispatched by the otherworldly Rest In Peace Department 
to protect our world from an increasingly destructive array of creatures who 
refuse to move peacefully to the other side.

Red 2 Bruce Willis, John Malkovich, 
Mary-Louise Parker, Sir 
Anthony Hopkins, Helen Mirren

Retired black-ops CIA agent Frank Moses reunites his unlikely team of elite 
operatives for a global quest to track down a missing portable nuclear device.

The Conjuring The girlfriend from The 
Departed, the older guy who 
has sex with Hannah on Girls, 
Ron Livingston (Office Space)

Before there was Amityville, there was Harrisville

Friday, July 26
The Wolverine ✓ Hugh Jackman Wolverine … in Japan!
Blue Jasmine Alec Baldwin, Louis CK, Andrew 

Dice Clay, Woody Allen 
(Director)

Described as "the story of the final stages of an acute crisis and a life of a 
fashionable New York housewife".

Fruitvale Vince from Friday Night Lights, 
Octavia Spencer

The true story of Oscar, a 22-year-old Bay Area resident, who crosses paths 
with friends, enemies, family, & strangers on the last day of 2008.

Wednesday, July 31
The Smurfs 2 ✓ NHP, Christina Ricci, Katy 

Perry, Sofia Vergara
In this sequel to "The Smurfs" … my eyes glazed over and I just saw the word 
SMURF like sixteen times.

Friday, August 2



2 Guns Denzel Washington, Markie 
Mark, Bill Paxton, Edward 
James Olmos

Tracks two operatives from competing bureaus who are forced on the run 
together. But there is a big problem with their unique alliance: Neither knows 
that the other is an undercover federal agent.

300: Rise of An Empire ✓ ✓ Eva Green, Cercei Lanister, the 
Handsom Gentleman from Love 
Actually

Its 300 … on Boats!

The Spectacular Now Jennifer Jason Leigh, The girl 
form Secret Life of An American 
Teenager, Scott Pilgrim's 
girlfriend

A hard-partying high school senior's philosophy on life changes when he 
meets the not so typical "nice girl."

Friday, August 9
Disney's Planes ✓ Brad Garrett, Dane Cook, Julia 

Louis-Dreyfus, John Cleese
Its like Cars … but with Planes!

Elysium Matt Damon, Jodie Foster, 
Sharlto Copley (District 9)

Set in the year 2159, where the very wealthy live on a man-made space 
station while the rest of the population resides on a ruined Earth, a man takes 
on a mission that could bring equality to the polarized worlds.

We're the Millers Jennifer Aniston, Jason 
Sudeikis, Emma Roberts, Nick 
Offerman

David Burke (Sudeikis) is a small-time pot dealer whose clientele includes 
chefs and soccer moms, but no kids—after all, he has his scruples. So what 
could go wrong? Plenty.

Metallica Through The Never Dane DeHaan plays a young band crew member who is sent out on an urgent 
mission while the band is playing a rousing live set in front of a sold-out crowd 
and unexpectedly finds his world turned completely upside down.

Friday, August 16
Kick-Ass 2 Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Chloë 

Grace Moretz, McLovin, Jim 
Carrey

Its Kick-Ass! Again!

Percy Jackson: Sea of Monsters Percy Jackson …  the son of Poseidon ... fulfill his destiny, ... demigod friends 
... retrieve the Golden Fleece ... save their home ... Camp Half-Blood. 

The To-Do List Aubrey Plaza, Rachel Bilson, 
Bill Hader, Andy Samberg, 6, 
Connie Britton

the story of Brandy Klark, a Type-A, overachiever who comes up with a "to-do 
list" featuring all the risqué extra-curricular activities she missed out on in high 
school and wants to complete before college.

Ain't Them Bodies Saints 
Casey Affleck, Rooney Mara

The film tells the story of Bob Muldoon and Ruth Guthrie, two young outlaws 
who are brought down by the law in the hills of Texas. 

Haute Cuisine Some French People Hortense Laborie becomes the private chef for French president when he falls 
in love with her cooking.

Friday, August 23
The Mortal Instruments: City of 
Bones 

Cercei Lannister, Lane Price Set in contemporary New York City, a seemingly ordinary teenager, Clary 
Fray, discovers she is the descendant of a line of Shadowhunters, a secret 
cadre of young half-angel warriors locked in an ancient battle to protect our 
world from demons.

The World's End Simon Pegg, Nick Frost, Martin 
Freeman

20 years after attempting an epic pub crawl, five childhood friends reunite 
when one of them becomes hellbent on trying the drinking marathon again.

You're Next The girl from Step Up 3D When a gang of masked, ax-wielding murderers descend upon the Davison 
family reunion, the hapless victims seem trapped...until an unlikely guest of 
the family proves to be the most talented killer of all.


